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We consider an initial boundary value problem for a nonlinear differential
system of two equations. Such a system is formed by the equations of compressible
miscible flow in a one-dimensional porous medium. No assumption about the
mobility ratio is involved. Under some reasonable assumptions on the data, we
prove the existence of a global weak solution. Our basic approach is the semi-
Galerkin method. We use the technique of renormalized solutions for parabolic
equations in the derivation of a priori estimates. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND MAIN RESULT
 .  .Let T ) 0 and let V s 0, 1 . We set V s V = 0, T . We investigateT
the following nonlinear initial boundary value problem of parabolic type in
V :T
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< <­ u q q­ u q b u ­ p y ­ d q d q ­ u s 0, 1.2 .  . . .t x t x m p x
q 0, t s q 1, t s 0, p x , 0 s p x , 1.3 .  .  .  .  .0
­ u 0, t s ­ u 1, t s 0, u x , 0 s u x . 1.4 .  .  .  .  .x x 0
 .  .System 1.1 ] 1.4 describes the displacement of one compressible fluid by
another, completely miscible with the first, in a one-dimensional porous
w x w xmedium, see for instance Douglas and Roberts 6 , Peaceman 13 , and
w xScheidegger 14 . Here p and q are the pressure and Darcy velocity of the
fluid mixture, u is the concentration of the invading fluid, m is the
concentration-dependent viscosity of the mixture, and d and d arem p
respectively the molecular diffusion constant and the dispersion constant.
For the purpose of simplifying the discussion, we have supposed the
porosity and the permeability of the medium to be constant and equal to 1.
 .The functions a and b are defined on the interval 0, 1 by
a u s z y z u q z , b u s z y z u 1 y u , 1.5 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2
where z is the constant compressibility factor for the lth component,l
 .  .l s 1, 2, z G z . The viscosity m s m u in 1.1 is assumed to be deter-1 2
w xmined by some mixing rule. For instance, in the Koval model 8 , m is
 .defined on the interval 0, 1 as the ``quarter power mixing rule,''
y41r4m u s m 0 1 q M y 1 u , 1.6 .  .  .  . .
 .  .where M s m 0 rm 1 is the mobility ratio. We consider an extension of m
to R such that
m g W 1, ` R , 0 - m F m u F m , ;u g R. 1.7 .  .  .y q
For convenience, we extend also the function a to R by z for u G 1 and1
 .  .z for u F 0, while b u is set to be zero outside the interval 0, 1 .2
 . w xNeglecting the dispersion effects d s 0 and d ) 0 , Feng 7 proved ap m
w xlocal existence of strong solutions. We mention some previous papers 1, 2
dealing with the global existence of weak solutions to compressible misci-
ble flow in porous media, in the case of viscosity independent of the
 .concentration ``unit mobility'' case , but the molecular diffusion and
dispersion term may vanish.
The aim of the present paper is to prove the global existence of
 .  .  .solutions p, u of the system 1.1 ] 1.4 when we take into account both
diffusion and dispersion effects, that is, d and d will be taken strictlym p
positive. We assume the functions p and u to satisfy0 0
p g H 1 V , u g H 1 V , 0 F u x F 1 a.e. in V . 1.8 .  .  .  .0 0 0
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We introduce the following definition for weak solutions of Problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.4 .
 .DEFINITION 1.1. A pair p, u is said to be a weak solution of Problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.4 if it satisfies the following conditions:
 . ` 1, 1 .. 1, u  .i p g L 0, T ; W V l W V , for some u , 1 - u - 2, andT
 .  . u  .is solution of 1.1 , 1.3 verified in L V ;T
 . ` 2 .. 2 1 ..  .ii u g L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V , 0 F u x, t F 1 for al-
 .  .  .most every x, t g V , and is a weak solution of 1.2 and 1.4 , that is, uT
satisfies the integral identity
y u­ g dx dt q q­ u q b u ­ p g dx dt . .H Ht x t
V VT T
< <q d q d q ­ u ­ g dx dt s u x g x , 0 dx .  . .H Hm p x x 0
V VT
1 .  .with q s y­ prm u , for any testing function g in C V with supportx T
w wcontained in V = 0, T .
The main result of this paper is the following:
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1.2. Under assumptions 1.7 , 1.8 , Problem 1.1 ] 1.4 admits
a weak solution in the sense of Definition 1.1.
1, ` .To prove this result, we introduce a function g g W R , with support
 .  .  .  .in y1, 2 , such that g z s z for z g 0, 1 , and we replace Eq. 1.2 by
< <­ u q q­ g u q b u ­ p y ­ d q d q ­ u s 0. 1.9 .  .  . . .t x t x m p x
 .  .  .We then look for a solution p, u to Eqs. 1.1 and 1.9 subject to
 .  .boundary and initial conditions 1.3 and 1.4 .
 .  .The method we use to solve the system 1.1 and 1.9 is the ``semi-
Galerkin approximation,'' see for instance Antontsev, Kazhikhov, and
w x w xMonakhov 3 , and Lions 11 . We prove that the pressure is bounded in
` 1, 1 .. ` 2 ..L 0, T ; W V , the concentration is bounded in L 0, T ; L V l
2 1 .. < <1r2 2 .L 0, T ; H V , and the quantity q ­ u is bounded in L V . Usingx T
these estimates, we improve the estimate for q by the use of the technique
w x w xof renormalized solutions as in Boccardo and Gallouet 5 , Murat 12 . ThisÈ
allows us to show a compactness property of the approximate solutions and
 .  .then to prove the existence of a global weak solution to 1.1 and 1.9 . We
end by proving that the concentration function u found before satisfies in
 .  .fact 0 F u x, t F 1, so that p, u is a solution of the original problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.4 .
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The proof is divided into several steps. The principal ingredients are the
semi-Galerkin approximation and the Leray]Schauder fixed point. The
key for using these tools consists in the derivation of a priori estimates for
the flux function q in adequate spaces obtained by applying the framework
w xdeveloped in 5, 12 .
The outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following:
 .1 Preliminary estimate for the flux function q;
 .2 Construction of approximate solutions to the system of equations
 .  .1.1 , 1.9 ;
 .3 Standard a priori estimates;
 .4 Improving the estimates for the approximate flux function;
 .5 Compactness of the approximate solutions;
 .6 End of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
2.1. Preliminary Estimate for the Flux Function q
 .  .According to 1.1 and 1.3 , the function q is formally a solution of
1
­ m u q y ­ ­ q s 0 in V , 2.1 .  . .t x x T /a u .
q 0, t s 0, q 1, t s 0 for t g 0, T , 2.2 .  .  .  .
m u q x , 0 s ypX x for x g V . 2.3 .  .  .  . . 0
We will prove the following result.
1 . w x  ..LEMMA 2.1. Assume the function u in 2.1 to be gi¨ en in C 0, T ; C V .
 .  .Then Problem 2.1 ] 2.3 admits a weak solution, in the sense that there is a
` 2 .. 2 1 ..function q in the space L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V satisfying the0
integral identity
1
Xy m u q­ g dx dt q ­ q ­ g dx dt s y p x g x , 0 dx .  .  .H H Ht x x 0a u .V V VT T
2.4 .
1 . w wfor any test function g in C V with support contained in V = 0, T .T
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e the estimate
1
Xq x , t dx F p x dx a.e. in 0, T . 2.5 .  .  .  .H H 0mV Vy
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1 .  .Proof. Let u be a sequence in C V such thatm T
15 5u F C , u ª u in C V , .Cw0, T x ; C V ..m 1 m T
where C is a constant independent of m. This sequence may be con-1
structed using a technique of regularization by convolution in t of the
2 .  .function u. Let p be a sequence in C V such that0, m
p ª p in H 1 V . .0, m 0
We associate with u the function q defined to be the weak solutionm m
to the approximate problem
1
­ m u q y ­ ­ q s 0 in V , 2.6 .  . .t m m x x m T /a u .m
q 0, t s q 1, t s 0 for t g 0, T 2.7 .  .  .  .m m
m u q x , 0 s ypX x for x g V . 2.8 .  .  .  . .m m 0, m
 .  .By a weak solution of 2.6 ] 2.8 , we mean a function q inm
` 2 .. 2 1 ..L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V satisfying the integral identity0
1
y m u q ­ g dx dt q ­ q ­ g dx dt .H Hm m t x m xa u .V V mT T
s y pX x g x , 0 dx 2.9 .  .  .H 0, m
V
1 . w wfor any testing function g in C V with support contained in V = 0, T .T
 .  .The existence of a weak solution to 2.6 ] 2.8 is based on the following
 .  .estimates. First, we multiply 2.6 by m u q and integrate over V sm m t
 .V = 0, t to obtain
1 m u .m2 2< <m u q x , t dx q ­ q dx ds .  .H Hm m x m2 a u .V V mt
m9 u 1 .m 2X< <s y q ­ q ­ u dx ds q p dx.H Hm x m x m 0, ma u 2 .V Vmt
 .Using the assumptions on u , m, and a, we havem
m9 u .m
< < < <q ­ q ­ u dx ds F C q ­ q dx dsH Hm x m x m 2 m x ma u .V Vmt t
< < 2 < < 2F d ­ q dx ds q C d q dx ds .H Hx m 3 m
V Vt t
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 .for some constant C independent of m, for any d ) 0, and C d s2 3
C r4d . This yields2
1 m u .m2 2< <m u q x , t dx q y d ­ q dx ds .  .H Hm m x m /2 a u .V V mt
12 2X< < < <F C d q dx ds q p dx. .H H3 m 0, m2V Vt
 .  .We choose d small enough so that min m u ra u y d ) 0. Then, byV m mT
the Gronwall inequality, we get
5 5 ` 2 2 1q F C ,L 0 , T ; L V ..l L 0 , T ; H V ..m 4
where C is a constant independent of m.4
 .Next, in order to derive an estimate for ­ q , we multiply 2.6 by ­ qt m t m
and integrate over V . After performing some elementary transformations,t
we get
1 1 22< <m u ­ q dx ds q ­ q x , t dx .  .H Hm t m x m /2 a u .V V mt
1 a9 u .m 2< <s y m9 u q ­ u ­ q dx ds y ­ q ­ u dx ds .H Hm m t m t m x m t m22V V a u .t t m
1 1 m9 u x , 0 . .m Xq ­ u x , 0 p x .  .H x m 0, m22 a u x , 0 . .V m u x , 0 .m  .m
2
1
Yy p x dx. .0, m /m u x , 0 . .m
The first term in the right-hand side is majorized as
m9 u q ­ u ­ q dx ds .H m m t m t m
V t
< <F C m q ­ q dx ds .H5 m t m
V t
< < 2 < < 2F d ­ q dx ds q C m , d q dx ds .H Ht m 6 m
V Vt t
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 . 5 5for some constant C m which depends on ­ u , for any d ) 0,CV .5 t m T
 .  .and with C m, d s C m r4d . We also have6 5
a9 u .m 2 2< < < <­ u ­ q dx ds F C m ­ q dx ds .H Ht m x m 7 x m2
V Va u .t tm
 .for some constant C m . For the last term, we get the estimate7
2Y1 1 m9 u x , 0 p x .  . .m 0, mX­ u x , 0 p x y dx .  .H x m 0, m2 /2 a u x , 0 m u x , 0 .  . .  .V m u x , 0 .m m .m
F C m , .8
 .  .with some constant C m , according to the choice of sequences u and8 m
 .p . We then deduce that0, m
1 12 2< < < <m u y d ­ q dx ds q ­ q dx . .H Hm t m x m2 a u .V V mt
< < 2 < < 2F C m , d q dx ds q C m ­ q dx ds q C m . .  .  .H H6 m 7 x m 8
V Vt t
 .We take d small enough so that min m u y d ) 0. Then, again by theV mT
Gronwall inequality, we obtain
5 5 ` 2 5 5 2 2­ q F C m , ­ q F C m , .  .L 0 , T ; L V .. L 0 , T ; L V ..x m 9 t m 9
 .with a constant C m . Then we have that for each m, the weak solution9
 .  . 1 .q to 2.6 ] 2.8 belongs to H V .m T
  . . 2 .Now, using the regularity ­ m u q g L V , we derive a uniformt m m T
` 1 ..  .  .estimate for q in L 0, T ; L V . Let h ) 0 and let sign s and sign sm h
denote the following real-valued functions of the real variable s
s 1 if s G 0,sign s s , sign s s .  .h 1r22 y1 if s - 0.s q h .
 .  .  .qObviously, sign s s lim sign s for s / 0. On multiplying 2.6 byhª 0 h
 .sign q and integrating over V, we obtainh m
< < 21 ­ qx m
­ m u q sign q dx q h dx s 0. .  . .H Ht m m h m 3r22a u .V V m q q h .m
Since the second term is nonnegative, we have
­ m u q sign q dx F 0. .  . .H t m m h m
V
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Letting h ª 0, yields
­ m u q sign q dx F 0. .  . .H t m m m
V
 .  .   . .Since m u ) 0 a.e. in V, sign q s sign m u q , so that the latterm m m m
inequality gives
d
< <m u q dx F 0, . .H m mdt V
 .from which follows, for a.e. t g 0, T ,
Xm u x , t q x , t dx F p x dx. 2.10 .  .  .  . .H Hm m 0, m
V V
  . .Let us now pass to the limit as m ª q`. The sequence m u q ism m
2 1 ..  .   . .bounded in L 0, T ; H V . It then follows from 2.6 that ­ m u q ist m m
2 y1 .. w xbounded in L 0, T ; H V . A compactness argument of Aubin 4 , see
w x   . . 2 .also Lions 10 , implies that m u q is sequentially compact in L V .m m T
` 2 .. 2 1 ..Then, there is a function q in L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V and a
 .subsequence, still denoted q , such thatm
q © q weakly in L2 0, T ; H 1 V and a.e. in V . . .m T
 .First, passing to the limit in 2.9 , we obtain that q is a weak solution to
 .  .  .  .  .2.1 ] 2.3 . Next, we pass to the limit in 2.10 , using 1.7 and 1.8 , we
 .obtain the estimate 2.5 . The proof of Lemma 2.1 is then finished.
2.2. Construction of Approximate Solutions
 . 1 . 2 .We take a basis c of H V , orthonormalized in L V , withn nG1
1 N N .  .c g C V for any n. For each N G 1, we look for a pair q , u , withn
N N . N N .  . Nthe function u in the form u x, t s  c t c x , the function qns1 n n
` 2 .. 2 1 ..in L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V , and such that
1
N N N­ m u q y ­ ­ q s 0, in V , 2.11 .  . .t x x TN /a u .
q N 0, t s q N 1, t s 0, m uN q N x , 0 s ypX x , 2.12 .  .  .  .  .  . . 0
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d
N N N N Nu c dx q q ­ g u c dx q b u ­ p c dx .  .H H Hn x n t ndt V V V
< N < Nq d q d q ­ u ­ c dx s 0, 1 F n F N , t g 0, T , . .H m p x x n
V
2.13 .
uN x , 0 s uN x , x g V . 2.14 .  .  .0
N N . N  .  .  .Here u is defined by u x s  c c x with c s H u x c x dx,0 0 ns1 n n n V 0 n
and the pressure function p N is defined as
1tN Np x , t s p x y ­ q x , s ds, 2.15 .  .  .  .H0 xN /a u .0
satisfying the parabolic equation
a uN ­ p N q ­ q N s 0, q N 0, t s q N 1, t s 0, .  .  .t x
p N x , 0 s p x . 2.16 .  .  .0
We state the following result.
 .  .  N N .LEMMA 2.2. Problem 2.11 ] 2.14 admits a solution q , u , with the
N ` 2 .. 2 1 .. Nfunction q in L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V and the function u in0
1 .H V .T
N . N N .  .Proof. For a given function in the form u x, t s  c t c xns1 n n
N w x.  .with c in C 0, T 1 F n F N there is by Lemma 2.1 a weak solutionn
N ` 2 .. 2 1 ..  .  .q in the space L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V to 2.11 ] 2.12 . Then,0
 N N . N  . Nwe associate with p , q , p defined by 2.15 , the function w in the
N . N N .  .  N .form w x, t s  d t c x , where the functions d arens1 n n n 1F nF N
determined by the following system of linear differential equations:
d
N N N< <w c dx q d q d q ­ w ­ c dx .H Hn m p x x ndt V V
s y q N ­ g uN c dx y b uN ­ p N c dx , 1 F n F N , .  .H Hx n t n
V V
2.17 .
w N x , 0 s uN x , x g V . 2.18 .  .  .0
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w xThis system admits a unique solution on the interval 0, T . So, we
construct a mapping
N Nw x w xT : C 0, T ª C 0, T .  .N
c N ¬ d N .  .n nns1, N ns1, N
 N . Nand we set for convenience T u s w .N
w x.NLet us prove that T maps bounded sets in C 0, T into bounded setsN
1 .N  . w x.Nin H 0, T which by Sobolev's theorem are precompact in C 0, T .
 . N .For this purpose, first we multiply each of the Eqs. 2.17 by d t andn
then sum up the result over all n from 1 to N. We get
1 d 2 2N N N< < < < < <w dx q d q d q ­ w dx .H H m p x2 dt V V
s y q N ­ g uN w N dx y b uN ­ p Nw N dx. 2.19 .  .  .H Hx t
V V
We estimate the right-hand side in the following manner. For the first
term we have
N N Nq ­ g u w dx .H x
V
N N N Ns q g 9 u ­ u w dx .H x
V
n N N< <F sup g 9 z q ­ u w dx . H x
VzgR
1 12 2N N N N< < < < < < < <F sup g 9 z q ­ u dx q q w dx , . H Hx /2 2V VzgR
from which follows, by virtue of Lemma 2.1 and the special form of uN,
nsN nsN
2 2N N N N Nq ­ g u w dx F C N d t q c t , .  .  .  . H x n n /V ns1 ns1
 .where C N denotes here and below various constants independent of the
N  .functions c 1 F n F N . For the second term in the right-hand side ofn
 .  .2.19 , we use 2.16 and then integrate by parts; this gives
N 9b u .
N N N N N Nb u ­ p w dx s q ­ u w dx .H Ht xN /a u .V V
b uN .
N Nq q ­ w dx ,H xNa u .V
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from which yields, similarly to the previous estimate,
N N Nb u ­ p w dx .H t
V
9b z 1 1 . 2 2N N N N< < < < < < < <F sup q ­ u dx q q w dxH Hx / /a z 2 2 . V VzgR
nsN nsN
2 2N NF C N d t q c t . .  .  . n n /
ns1 ns1
 .Then, we obtain from 2.19
1 d 2 2N N N< < < < < <w dx q d q d q ­ w dx .H H m p x2 dt V V
nsN nsN
2 2N NF C N d t q c t . .  .  . n n /
ns1 ns1
This implies, applying the Gronwall lemma, that T maps bounded sets inN
w x.N w x.N C 0, T into bounded sets in C 0, T . Therefore H d qV mT
< N <. < N < 2 nsN < N . < 2d q ­ w dx dt is bounded whenever max  c t isp x 0 F t F T ns1 n
 . 2 .bounded. Next, since the basis c is orthonormalized in L V , we writen
 .2.17 in the form
d
N N N< <d q d q d q ­ w ­ c dx .Hn m p x x ndt V
sy q N x , t ­ g uN c dxy b uN ­ p N c dx , 1 F n F N. .  .  .H Hx n t n
V V
 . N .We deduce, according to the previous estimates, that drdt dn 1F nF N
2 .N nsN < N . < 2remains bounded in L 0, T whenever max  d t is0 F t F T ns1 n
bounded. So we conclude that T is compact. Furthermore, the equationN
N  N . w xu s s T u , for s in the interval 0, 1 , is equivalent to the systemN
1
N N N­ m u q y ­ ­ q s 0, in V , . .t x x TN /a u .
q N 0, t s q N 1, t s 0, m uN q N x , 0 s ypX x , .  .  .  .  . . 0
x g V , t g 0, T , .
d
N N N N Nu c dx q s q ­ g u c dx q s b u ­ p c dx .  .H H Hn x n t ndt V V V
< N < Nq d q d q ­ u ­ c dx s 0, 1 F n F N , t g 0, T , . .H m p x x n
V
uN x , 0 s s uN x , x g V . .  .0
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On repeating the same arguments as above, we prove that there is a
constant M such that
nsN
2Nmax c t F M . n
0FtFT ns1
 N . w x.N w x N  N .for all c in C 0, T and s g 0, 1 satisfying u s s T u .n ns1, N N
We easily verify that T is continuous. Then, the Leray]Schauder fixedN
 N N .  .  .point theorem gives the existence of a solution q , u to 2.11 ] 2.14 .
N 1 .Clearly, u belongs to H V . Lemma 2.2 is proved.T
2.3. Standard A Priori Estimates for the Concentration Function
 N .As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, the sequence q is bounded in
` 1 .. NL 0, T ; L V . Using this fact, we shall derive an a priori estimate for u .
 N . ` 2 ..LEMMA 2.3. The sequence u is bounded in L 0, T ; L V l
2 1 ..  < N <1r2 N . 2 .L 0, T ; H V , and the sequence q ­ u is bounded in L V .x T
Proof. For convenience we denote uN by ¨ . We multiply each of the
 . N .equations 2.6 by c t , and sum the result over all n from 1 to N. We getn
1 d 2 2N< < < < < <¨ dx q d q d q ­ ¨ dx .H H m p x2 dt V V
q q N x , t ­ g ¨ ¨ dx q b ¨ ­ p N¨ dx s 0. 2.20 .  .  .  .H Hx t
V V
 .  .  .We introduce the functions g, h: R ª R, defined as g ¨ s ¨b ¨ y a ¨
 .  .  .  .and h ¨ s 1 q g ¨ ra ¨ . According to 2.16 , we have
b ¨ ­ p N¨ dx s a ¨ ­ p N dx q g ¨ ­ p N dx .  .  .H H Ht t t
V V V
s y h ¨ ­ q N dx. .H x
V
1, ` .A simple computation shows that the function h belongs to W R . Then
 .2.20 produces
1 d 2 2N< < < < < <¨ dx q d q d q ­ ¨ dx .H H m p x2 dt V V
N NF q g 9 ¨ ­ ¨ ¨ dx q h9 ¨ ­ ¨ q dx. .  .H Hx x
V V
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The assumption on g implies that
N Nq g 9 ¨ ­ ¨ ¨ dx F C q ­ ¨ dx , .H Hx x
V V
and by virtue of the properties of the function h, follows the estimate
N Nh9 ¨ ­ ¨ q dx F C ­ ¨ q dx , .H Hx x
V V
where C denotes some constant independent of N. We therefore assert
that the estimate
1 d 2 2N< < < < < <¨ dx q d q d q ­ ¨ dx .H H m p x2 dt V V
< N < < < 2 < N <F d q ­ ¨ dx q C d q dx , .H Hx
V V
 .holds for any d ) 0, with C d s Cr4d . We can apply Lemma 2.1, so the
< N <  .term H q dx is bounded for almost every t in 0, T . Choosing d smallV
enough, we conclude using the Gronwall lemma.
2.4. Impro¨ing the Estimate for the Approximate Flux Function
We use the technique of renormalized solutions, following Boccardo and
w x w xGallouet 5 , Murat 12 , to obtain a refined estimate for the approximateÈ
flux function. In the next discussion we denote by ¨ the function uN. Let
m G 0 be an integer. Throughout the sequel we denote by C various
constants independent of N and m. We define the odd function S on Rm
by
0 if 0 F z F 2 m ,¡
m m mq1~S z s . z y 2 if 2 F z F 2 ,m ¢ m mq12 if z G 2 ,
and we define B N as the setm
N m N mq1B s x , t g V ; 2 F m ¨ x , t q x , t F 2 . .  .  . . 4m T
 .   . N .We multiply 2.11 by S m ¨ q and integrate over V. It followsm
m ¨ . 2XN N N N< <­ m ¨ q S m ¨ q dx q S m ¨ q ­ q dx .  .  . .  .  .H Ht m m xa ¨ .V V
m9 ¨ .
X N N Ns y S m ¨ q q ­ q ­ ¨ dx in 0, T . .  . .H m x xa ¨ .V
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Ä Ä z .  .Introduce the function S : R ª R, defined as S z s H S j dj . Inte-m m 0 m
 .grating the latter relation over 0, T , we obtain
Ä N Ä NS m ¨ q x , T dx y S m ¨ q x , 0 dx .  .  .  . .  .H Hm m
V V
m ¨ . 2X N N< <q S m ¨ q ­ q dx dt . .H m x
N a ¨ .Bm
m9 ¨ .
X N N Ns y S m ¨ q q ­ q ­ ¨ dx dt. . .H m x x
N a ¨ .Bm
N X Ä m  . . .  . <  . < < <Since m ¨ q x, 0 s yp x in V, and S z F 2 z , we have0 m
XN mÄS m ¨ q x , 0 dx F 2 p x dx. .  .  . .H Hm 0
V V
 .  .Then, using the properties of S , m ¨ and a ¨ , we obtainm
m ¨ . 2XN N NÄ < <S m ¨ q x , T dx q S m ¨ q ­ q dx dt .  .  . .  .H Hm m x
N a ¨ .V Bm
Xm N N< < < < < <F 2 p x dx q C q ­ q ­ ¨ dx dt .H H0 x x
NV Bm
2 2 2Xm N N< < < < < <F 2 p x dx q d ­ q dx dt q C d q ­ ¨ dx dt .  .H H H0 x x
N NV B Bm m
2 2Xm N m N< < < < < <F 2 p x dx q d ­ q dx dt q 2 C d q ­ ¨ dx dt .  .H H H0 x x
N NV B Bm m
 .for any real number d ) 0, with C d s Cr4d . This implies
2 2XN m N< < < < < <­ q dx dt F 2 p x dx q C q ­ ¨ dx dt , .H H Hx 0 x /N NB V Bm m
and then, by Lemma 2.3 and hypothesis on p0
1 2N< <­ q dx dt F C. 2.21 .H xm N2 Bm
Now let u be a real number, 1 - u - 2. Then, using the HolderÈ
inequality, we get
ur2
u 2 1yu r2N N N< < < < < <­ q dx dt F ­ q dx dt B ,H Hx x m /N NB Bm m
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< N < N Nwhere B denotes the measure of B . We note that on B , we havem m m
< N < mq G C2 where the constant C depends only on variations of the
function m. Therefore,
C
N N< <B F q x , t dx dt. .Hm m N2 Bm
By the Holder inequality, we also haveÈ
1rs
s 1r s9N N N< <q x , t dx dt F q x , t dx dt B .  .H H m /N NB Bm m
for any s, s9 ) 1 with 1rs q 1rs9 s 1. This produces
1rsC s1y1r s9N N< <B F q x , t dx dt . .Hm m  /N2 Bm
 .From now on, we take s s 2r 2 y u so that 1rs9 s ur2. Thus, in view of
 .2.21 ,
1rsC suN N­ q x , t dx dt F q x , t dx dt .  .H Hx m1yu r2.  /N N2B Bm m
and then
1rs1
u sN N< < < <­ q dx dt F C q dx dt . 2.22 . H Hx m1yu r2.  /N N2B Bm mmG0 mG0
Using the discrete Holder inequalityÈ
1rr 9 1rr 1 1
r 9 ra b F a b , q s 1,  m m m m / / r r 9m m m
 .the right-hand side of 2.22 is majorized as
1rs1 sN< <q dx dt Hm1yu r2.  /N2 BmmG0
1rr 91rr r 9rs1 sN< <F q dx dt  Hm r 1yu r2.  / / N /2 BmmG0 mG0
with 1rr q 1rr 9 s 1. We choose r 9 s s, then
< N <u 5 N 5 s­ q dx dt F C q . H L V .x TNBmmG0
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ÄNow we define B as the set
NÄB s x , t g V ; 0 F m ¨ x , t q x , t F 1 , .  .  . . 4T
Ä N N u . < <so that V s B j D B . We have to estimate H ­ q dx dt. WeÄT mG 0 m B x
Äintroduce the functions R, R: R ª R defined as
1 if z G 1,¡
z~ Äz if y1 F z F 1, R z s R j dj .R z s  .  . . H
0¢y1 if z F y1,
 .   . N .Multiplying 2.11 by R m ¨ q and integrating over V , we getT
Ä N Ä NR m ¨ q x , T dx y R m ¨ q x , 0 dx .  .  .  . .  .H H
V V
m ¨ . 2N N< <q R9 m ¨ q ­ q dx dt . .H xa ¨ .VT
m9 ¨ .
N N Ns y R9 m ¨ q q ­ q ­ ¨ dx dt. . .H x xa ¨ .VT
We have
XNÄR m ¨ q x , 0 dx F p x dx , .  .  . .H H 0
V V
Ä  .  .then, using the properties of R, m ¨ , and a ¨ , it follows
m ¨ . 2N N NÄ < <R m ¨ q x , T dx q R9 m ¨ q ­ q dx dt .  .  . .  .H H xa ¨Ä  .V B
2 2X N N< < < < < <F p x dx q d ­ q dx dt q C d q ­ ¨ dx dt .  .H H H0 x xÄ ÄV B B
 .for any real number d ) 0, with C d s Cr4d . This implies
2N­ q x , t dx dt F C. .H xÄB
We have established the estimate
< N <u 5 N 5 s­ q dx dt F C 1 q q . .H L V .x T
VT
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We now use the Gagliardo]Nirenberg multiplicative embedding in-
N . N . N .equality for the flux function q ?, t , which satisfies q 0, t s q 1, t s
 .0 for almost every t g 0, T . We have
1rs
sNq x , t dx .H /
V
 .lru 1yl rr
ruN NF C ­ q x , t dx q x , t dx .  .H Hx /  /
V V
with r G 1, 0 F l F 1, and such that
y11 1 1 1
l s y 1 y q . /  /r s u r
We take r s 1, and this gives
u 2
l s .
2 2u y 1 .
5 N 5 ` 1Then, since q F C,L 0, T ; L V ..
lsru
sT T uN Nq x , t dx dt F C ­ q x , t dx dt. .  .H H H H x /0 V 0 V
Applying the Holder inequality to the right-hand side, yieldsÈ
lsru u
T Tu uN N­ q x , t dx dt F C ­ q x , t dx dt , .  .H H H Hx x /  /0 V 0 V
 . .where u s ur 2 y u 2u y 1 . Therefore,
u * u
u uN N< < < <­ q dx dt F C 1 q ­ q dx dt with u * s .H Hx x / / 2 2u y 1 .V VT T
We note that 0 - u * - 1. This implies
5 N 5 u 5 N 5 2r 2yu .­ q F C , q F C.L V . L V .x T T
We have shown the following result.
 N . u  1, u  ..LEMMA 2.4. The sequence q is bounded in L 0, T ; W V l
2r2yu . .L V for some real number u , 1 - u - 2. Moreo¨er, the sequenceT
 N . 1, u  .p is bounded in W V .T
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2.5. Compactness of the Approximate Solutions
We now state and prove the following result.
 N .  N .LEMMA 2.5. The sequences u and q are sequentially compact
2 . u  .respecti¨ ely in L V and L V , for some real u , 1 - u - 2.T T
 N .Proof. In view of Lemma 2.4, the sequence q is bounded in
u  1, u  ..  .   N . N .L 0, T ; W V . It then follows from 2.11 that ­ m u q is boundedt
u  y1, u  ..   N . N . u  .in L 0, T ; W V . Since m u q is bounded in L V , a com-T
w x w x   N . N .pactness argument of Aubin 4 , see also Lions 10 , implies that m u q
u  .is sequentially compact in L V . Now, let us consider as in Ladyzhen-T
w xskaja, Solonnikov, and Ural'ceva 9 ,
l N t s uN x , t c x dx , 1 F n F N. .  .  .Hn n
V
For arbitrary N and any fixed 1 F n F N, Lemma 2.3 asserts that the
N w xfunctions l are uniformly bounded on 0, T . Let us show that they aren
w x  .equicontinuous on 0, T . Indeed, integrating 2.13 from t to t q D t
 .0 - t - T y D t , we obtain
tqD tN N N Nl t q D t y l t s y q ­ g u c dx ds .  .  .H Hn n x n
t V
tqD t N Ny b u ­ p c dx ds .H H t n
t V
tqD t N N< <y d q d q ­ u ­ c dx ds. .H H m p x x n
t V
The estimate of the right-hand side is obtained as follows. First, rewriting
N  N .q ­ g u asx
N N N N N N < N <1r2 < N <1r2 Nq ­ g u s q g 9 u ­ u s g 9 u q q ­ u , .  .  .  .x x x
and then using Holder's inequality, we get, according to Lemmas 2.3 andÈ
 N  N .. 4r4yu . . u  .2.4, that q ­ g u is bounded in L V and then in L Vx T T
 .since 4r 4 y u ) u . Thus, using again the Holder inequality,È
tqD t N Nq ­ g u c dx ds .H H x n
t V
1ru 1ru 9
tqD t tqD tu u 9N N < <F q ­ g u dx ds c dx ds .H H H Hx n /  /t V t V
1ru 9
u 95 5F C D t c , . L V .n
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  N . N .with 1ru q 1ru 9 s 1. We also have, since b u ­ p is bounded int
u  .L V ,T
tqD t 1ru 9N N
u 95 5b u ­ p c dx ds F C D t c . .  .H H L V .t n n
t V
Using the same arguments, we have
tqD t N N< < < < < <d q d q ­ u ­ c dx ds .H H m p x x n
t V
1r2 1ru 9
2 25 5 5 5F C d D t ­ c q C d D t ­ c . .  .L V . L V .m x n p x n
Finally,
1ru 9N N
u 95 5l t q D t y l t F C D t c .  .  . L V .n n n
1r2 1ru 9
2 u 95 5 5 5qd D t ­ c q d D t ­ c .  .L V . L V .5m x n p x n
1ru 9
1 , u 95 5F C c D t . .W V .n
w xWe proceed as in the proof of 9, Theorem 4.1, pp. 153]156 . First, there is
 N . 2 .a subsequence, still denoted u such that for any c g L V ,
sup uN y u c dx ª 0 as N ª `. .H
V0FtFT
 N . 0 w x 2 ..Next, we deduce that u converges to u in C 0, T ; L V and then in
2 .  N . 2 .L V . Thus u is sequentially compact in L V . This, together withT T
  N . N .  N .the compactness property of m u q stated before, implies that q is
u  .sequentially compact in L V .T
2.6. End of the Proof of Theorem 1.2
We are now ready to prove the global existence of a weak solution to the
 .  .  .  .system 1.1 , 1.9 , subject to the boundary and initial conditions 1.3 ] 1.4 .
` 1, 1 ..In view of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, there are p in L 0, T ; W V l
1, u  . u  1, u  .. 2 1 ..W V , q in L 0, T ; W V , and u in L 0, T ; H V , so that,T
extracting subsequences if necessary,
p N © p weakly in W 1, u V and a.e. in V , .T T
q N © q weakly in Lu 0, T ; W 1, u V and a.e. in V , . . T
uN © u weakly in L2 0, T ; H 1 V and a.e. in V . . . T
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 .  .Then, we deduce from 2.11 and 2.15 that p is a weak solution of the
u  .parabolic equation, verified in L V ,T
1
a u ­ p q ­ q s 0, q s y ­ p. . t x xm u .
 .Let us now pass to the limit in 2.13 as N ª `. We fix N ) 0 and take0
 . 1w x.  .functions c 1 F n F N in C 0, T such that c T s 0, and we setn 0 n
N0
g x , t s c t c x . 2.23 .  .  .  . n n
ns1
 .From 2.13 it follows, after integration by parts with respect to t, for
N G N ,0
T TN N Ny u x , t ­ g x , t dx dt q q ­ g u g dx dt .  .  .H H H Ht x
0 V 0 V
T TN N N N< <q b u ­ p g dx dt q d q d q ­ u ­ g dx dt .  .H H H Ht m p x x
0 V 0 V
s uN x g x , 0 dx. .  .H 0
V
 N .  N .  N .According to the convergence of the sequences p , q , u , and
 N .u , it is easy to pass to the limit in the latter relation as N ª `. We0
obtain
t t
y u x , t ­ g x , t dx q q ­ g u g dx ds q b u ­ p g dx ds .  .  .  .H H H H Ht x t
V 0 V 0 V
t
< <q d q d q ­ u ­ g dx ds s u x g x , 0 dx , 2.24 .  .  . .H H Hm p x x 0
0 V V
 .for any g in the form 2.23 . By a density argument it is easily seen that
 .2.24 holds for any g in the space
W s g g W 1, u 9 0, T ; H 1 V , g T s 0 , .  . 4 .
with 1ru q 1ru 9 s 1. Thus the function u is a weak solution of the
 .  .parabolic problem 1.1 , 1.9 . We notre that the solution u satisfies
u   1 .. .durdt g L 0, T ; H V 9 .
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 .To end the proof, it remains to show that 0 F u x, t F 1 on V . WeT
 . y  .proceed as usual by multiplying 1.9 by u s sup yu, 0 and integrating
 .over V = 0, t . This gives
1 t2 2y y< < < <u x , t dx q d q d q ­ u dx ds .  .H H H m p x2 V 0 V
1 t2y ys u x dx q b u ­ p u dx ds .  .H H H0 t2 V 0 V
t yq q ­ g u u dx ds. .H H x
0 V
 .By 1.8 , the first term on the right-hand side cancels. By the definition
of b,
b u uys 0 a.e. in V , . T
so that the second term cancels too. The last term is majorized as
t ty y y< < < < < <q ­ g u u dx ds F C q ­ u u dx ds .H H H Hx x
0 V 0 V
t 2y< < < <F d q ­ u dx ds q C d .H H x
0 V
t 2y< < < <= q u dx ds,H H
0 V
<  . <  . 2for any d ) 0, with C s sup g 9 z and C d s C r4d . Then, choosingz g R
d small enough,
1 t2 2y yu x , t dx F C d q x , t u x , s dx ds. .  .  .  .H H H2 V 0 V
Lemma 2.1 provides a sufficient condition for q to conclude that uys 0,
 .yusing the Gronwall Lemma. Similarly we prove that 1 y u s 0. Thus
 .  .0 F u x, t F 1 on V and then g u s u. This completes the proof ofT
Theorem 1.2.
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